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Azad,
Long shot : the inside story of the snipers who broke
ISISBerman, Bob
Earth-Shattering
Bittman, Mark
Dinner for everyone : 100 iconic dishes made 3 ways-easy, vegan, or perfect for company
Borman, Tracy
Henry VIII and the men who made him
Bricker, Darrell Jay
Empty planet : the shock of global population decline
Christie, Chris
Let me finish : Trump, the Kushners, Bannon, New Jersey,
and the power of in-your-face politics
Cullen, David
Parkland : birth of a movement
Damour, Lisa
Under pressure : confronting the epidemic of stress and
anxiety in girls
DiAngelo, Robin J.
White fragility : why it's so hard to talk to white people
about racism
Dunn, Gaby
Bad with money : the imperfect art of getting your
financial sh*t together
Dunn, Rob R.
Never home alone : from microbes to millipedes, camel
crickets, and honeybees, the natural history of where we live
Gergel, Richard
Unexampled courage : the blinding of Sgt. Isaac Woodard
and the awakening of President Harry S. Truman and Judge J. Waties Waring
Gibson, Carrie
El Norte : the epic and forgotten story of Hispanic North
America
Glauber, Bob
Guts and genius : the story of three unlikely coaches who
came to dominate the NFL in the '80s
Hall, Edith
Aristotle's way : how ancient wisdom can change your
life
Holland, Sarah Stewart
I think you're wrong (but I'm listening) : a guide to gracefilled political conversations
Hood, Ann
Kitchen yarns : notes on life, love, and food
Kelly, Jack
The edge of anarchy : the railroad barons, the Gilded Age,
and the greatest labor uprising in America
Klingmann, William K.
Darkest Year: The American home front 1941-1942
Kruse, Kevin Michael
Fault lines : a history of the United States since 1974
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Lipstadt, Deborah E.
Antisemitism : here and now
MacPhee, R. D. E.
End of the megafauna : the fate of the world's hugest, fiercest,
and strangest animals
Malcolm, Janet, Nobody's looking at you : essays
Manson, Mark
The subtle art of not giving a f*ck : a counterintuitive approach to
living a good life
McGreal, Chris
American overdose : the opioid tragedy in three acts
McNamee, Roger
Zucked : waking up to the Facebook catastrophe
Meltzer, Brad
The first conspiracy : the secret plot to kill George Washington
Miodownik, Mark
Liquid rules : the delightful and dangerous substances that flow
through our lives
Morrison, Toni
The source of self-regard : selected essays, speeches, and
meditations
Mulligan Sepúlveda, J.J.
No human is illegal : an attorney on the front lines of the
immigration war
Newman, Katherine S.
Downhill from here : retirement insecurity in the age of
inequality
Priess, David
How to get rid of a president : history's guide to removing
unpopular, unable, or unfit chief executives
Riley, Jack
Drug warrior : inside the hunt for El Chapo and the rise of
America's opioid crisis
Sabatier, Grant
Financial Freedom: A proven path to all the money you will ever
need
Saikal, Amin
Iran rising : the survival and future of the Islamic Republic
Schlesinger, Jill
The dumb things smart people do with their money : thirteen
ways to right your financial wrongs
Severgnini, Beppe
Off the rails : a train trip through life
Sims, Cliff
Team of vipers : my 500 extraordinary days in the Trump White
House
Wise, Timothy A.
Eating tomorrow : agribusiness, family farmers, and the battle for
the future of food
Wood, Levison
An Arabian journey : one man's quest through the heart of the
Middle East
Zia, Helen
Last boat out of Shanghai : the epic story of the Chinese who fled
Mao's revolution

